Macau casinos do not have an RG “code,” but the Macau government
does circulate guidelines to its operators. While the guide is not available
to the public, it does encourage casinos to have RG training programs
and to post the odds for each game in the casino.

A TALE OF THREE CITIES
IN SEARCH OF BEST PRACTICES FOR RESPONSIBLE GAMING PROGRAMS
By William N. Thompson, Zhidong Hao, and Linda Hancock
n late 2012 our team (the authors) received a grant from the
Asia Pacific Gambling Study Association to fund a study
of responsible gambling (RG) programs in three of the most
prominent casino gambling jurisdictions in the world. Our
goal was to determine which activities of the programs represented “best practices” and hence could be recommended for
emulation and wide distribution throughout the casino industry.
The three jurisdictions selected for study were Macau, Las
Vegas, and Melbourne. We selected Macau as a jurisdiction for
study simply because it has become the largest money making casino
jurisdiction in the world. The Macau government also provides the
funding for the Asian Pacific Gaming Associations grant program.
Macau’s six license holders operate thirty-five casinos. Four of the
license holders are major international casino operators and so they
demanded special attention. Moreover we reached out to these four
operators’ non-Macau properties in Las Vegas (until recently
the leading casino jurisdiction where three of the license holders
have casinos) and Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, where a
Macau license holder operates the largest casino in the southern
hemisphere—the Crown Casino.
We conducted onsite visits to venues in each jurisdiction,
holding face to face and telephone interviews with over fifty individual gaming regulators, casino officials, dealers, players, and
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RG service providers both inside and outside of the casinos.
All interviews were made in confidence and hence names of those
providing us with information will remain anonymous. The interviews in Macau were held on April 8 and April 9, 2013; those
in Las Vegas on December 8 through December 13, in 2012; and
those in Melbourne on May 14, 2013.
Our study was comparative, yet with the variety of roles
of interview subjects it could not be structured so as to test specific
research hypotheses. We sought instead to make qualitative assessments of the operations of the programs we found for dealing with
RG programs which provided disincentives for bad player gambling
practices, for training staff to be aware of bad practices, and efforts
to find mitigation for bad practices and to treat problem gamblers.
After our interviews and initial observations, we felt that there was
value in using one set of RG programs in one venue for assessing not
only its efficacy, but also the potential effectiveness the program could
have in other venues. The programs of Melbourne’s Crown Casino
(in Victoria State) provided that needed benchmark.
Only Victoria State of the three jurisdictions examined requires
each of its gaming venues (The Crown Casino plus several hundred
machine only venues operated by charities and sports clubs, pubs,
and hotels) to have an RG Code of Conduct. The code is written by
the venue and then sent to state gambling regulators for a

stamp of approval. The code describes the casino (or slot machine
operator’s) interactions with customers. Major factors in the interactions at the Crown include the services of RG Liaison Officers
(RGLO’s), RG psychologists, and a chaplain, and the activities
of the RG Support Center (RGSC), as well as provisions for selfexclusion and “play safe limits” that may be established with a player’s
“signature” card. The services are available every day, 24 hours a
day. The “play safe limits” may be designated by the player himself or herself indicating maximum lengths of play and maximum
losses for each daily play session. If players do not have these cards,
the staff can help them sign up for the cards. The cards also allow
players to receive bonus points and prizes for the volume of their
play. No bonus points may be awarded after safe limits are reached.
The RGSC provides counseling help for troubled players who
may be detected by the RGLOs. RGLOs also make referrals to a
state funded gambling help center. Moreover during the past nineteen years nearly thirty thousand players have asked for self-exclusion, which lasts indefinitely, but may be revoked after a year if the
player presents evidence that he has sought help and can now
play responsibly. That help may come from one of the state centers.
The center in south Melbourne has a staff with seventeen counselors, and it is funded by the government through the Victoria RG
Foundation. In seventeen years, fourteen thousand players have
received center help.
Crown is also quite busy posting signs. There is a gambling
warning sign (e.g., “bet with your head, not over it”) on every
machine along with an 800 help line telephone number. There are
additional large posters on the wall-with one for each fifteen
machines. (The casino has 2500 machines). Each machine also has a
functioning real time clock on its face which is visible to the player.
There is a downside of our “benchmark” program: the Crown
casino seems to show more concern for posting troubled playing
signs than they are with “catching” self-excluded players who seek to
enter gaming areas for continued play. Players need not show identifications at the seven entrance doorways. It is estimated that one
hundred excluded players may “sneak” in to play every day. Crown
suffers no penalty when the excluded do enter, but the player
who enters will (if detected) promptly be shown the exit door and
may be fined by the Victoria government. Also the player is not allowed to keep any of his (or her) winnings during such a casino visit.
Those winnings are given to the Victoria RG Foundation.
While Macau and Las Vegas have multiple license holders and
casino facilities (over one hundred in Las Vegas), no venue in
these jurisdictions offers RG programs that are as well developed as
the one with Crown Casino in Melbourne. It is particularly notable
that the Macau casinos operating under a license held in part by
James Packer, majority owner of Crown, do not share the RG programs of Crown. There is no “code,” but the Macau government
does circulate RG guidelines to its operators. While the guide is not
available to the public, it does encourage casinos to have RG training programs and to post the odds for each game in the casino. The
many casinos also have brochures on RG, but few of these seem to
be picked up by players.
A self-exclusion program was instituted in Macau two years
ago. In addition to players themselves, family members may activate
the exclusion. The program is not widely used. While the casinos
have over twenty-five million visits per year, the list of excluded play-

ers that is kept by the Macau gaming regulators has only fifteen
names on it. The Macau Police Department has a division for casino
crimes, and a member of the division must be in each casino at all
times. However, the policeman is present only to help with criminal
matters and at no time seeks to intervene with cases of potential problem gambling. Macau also has a division of its social welfare department devoted to troubled gambling. The division works closely with
Non- Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in Macau. They make
many public presentations—144 during a recent year. They also
operate a hot line telephone number that has responded to 3275 calls
in seven years. The division has a staff of four counselors and social workers. They have given help to 617 players in seven years.
While the division’s efforts are commendable and are pointed in the
proper direction, they fall considerably short of the public’s need to
deal with problem gambling.
In 2005 Nevada public regulations on casino gambling were
amended to require all gambling facilities to provide RG training to
staff, as well as posting warning signs and providing brochures
on aspects of problem gambling. Most met the “letter of the law”
by doing the minimum with brochures hidden in dark corners of the
gaming rooms. Casinos were not mandated to have exclusion policies
and most do not. The ones that do, including the MGM Grand casinos, do not share the lists with other casinos, nor with the government. They do use the list to ban excluded winning players from
collecting prizes and also from cashing checks or receiving free services or advertisements. While their gaming supervisors are trained to
spot signs of troubled gamblers, they do not intervene except to “calm
down” such a player or to prevent public embarrassment coming from
their behavior—e.g. making loud noises or throwing objects about. As
there are multiple points of entry for each gambling floor at each
casino, little real effort is made to keep the excluded players out.
The Venetian casino in Las Vegas has created what they call the
“Ambassador Program.” They have trained forty members of the
gaming staff such as dealers to have an awareness of signs of problem gambling. At least one “Ambassador” is working on the floor at all
times. Other casino workers (dealers) will make ambassadors aware
when a player seems to have a problem. The ambassador will then
seek to calm the player down by offering him a soft drink and an
opportunity to talk. They use the occasion to share brochures with the
player. One of the Las Vegas casinos indicated that it will use the trespass law (a regulation called “86”) to help one who wishes to be banned
from play. Under the law the person is given a formal notice he is not
to come into the casino, and if he does, he may be arrested and
removed, and subject to a fine. While we were told this by senior
casino staff, a leading gaming official indicated that he had never heard
of the practice actually being used to exclude a problem gambler.
The Nevada government does provide minimal funding for
treatment programs at centers in both Las Vegas and Reno. There
is also an 800 call numbers for problem gambling counseling. The
gaming regulation board is stretched rather thin in personnel
resources. While they have several hundred members on their staff,
only twenty agents at one time are assigned to monitor the state’s
casinos—numbering several hundreds. Staff members are used to
respond to complaints and also to resolve playing disputes when
requested by a casino. They do not have time to intervene with problem gamblers.
Continued on next page
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After our interviews, we felt it certainly would be wise for all
the casinos of the three jurisdictions to follow the lead of the
programs at Crown. But still, we believe that such actions would not
be adequate to meet the needs posed. Moreover, we are unprepared
to give a full stamp of approval to actions taken at Crown. Its programs are not yet in a perfect state. Exclusion programs there as
elsewhere where voluntary or even mandated (as in jurisdictions such
as Switzerland, Netherlands, and Korea not discussed here) have
shown defects in implementation. The Crown has seven points of
entry to its casino, and the numbers on its excluded list are in the
thousands. An estimated one hundred excluded players find their
way on to the floor every day. Moreover, whatever the policy, the inclination of the marketing department is to let special “VIP” players
in anyway and even to encourage play with incentives. The casino
has been criticized (indeed sued in court) for aiding a banned VIP
player in being removed from the excluded list. There has been more
than one law suit over the play of banned players who seek to get
back money they have lost at the Crown Casino.
The Crown as well as Macau and Las Vegas casinos show great
reluctance to approach players and tell them that they have “problems” and should stop play. While brochures may indicate that there
are self-exclusion programs, these programs are not actively pushed
onto the players. Also there is reluctance in the fact that the programs call for lifetime exclusion, a matter that would mitigate against
players’ eagerness to engage in effective treatment for their problems. Where there is intervention, it seems to be motivated mostly
by desires to “calm down” patrons and avoid public incidents for both
player and the casino.
Some other jurisdictions, as mentioned above, have some
mandatory exclusion programs. Such programs would not work
well in the three cities examined here as each has multiple gambling
facilities. However, there can be improvements. First rather than
having permanent (or until revocation) bans, partial bans could be
used—bans such as restricting hours of play, the number of playing
days per month. Bans also could be more effective if every player
coming onto a casino floor would have to have a signature card such
as is used at the Crown or used by some machine players at most Las

The Crown Casino in Melbourne is required by the Victoria State
to have an RG Code of Conduct.

Vegas casinos. This card would represent an identification of the
player. As at the MGM in Las Vegas, when such a card holder won
a large prize (requiring payment by the casino), the casino could refuse to give the prize if the player was on the ban list. The card
could also be used to communicate to an ATM machine that the person should not get funds, and similarly that checks should not be
cashed. As with the Crown, when a player’s limit on a card was
reached, that player could no longer get “bonus” points for free meals
and other gifts. An effective use of cards could find casinos increasing play liberties over time as the player shows better control and
reward this control with free meal and gifts such as free coffee-and
in a sense this might aid treatment.
There is no doubt that staff should be trained in the signs of
trouble gambling, but then the players card itself-by recording every
play made-will be an indicator of trouble. Referrals to counseling centers should be encouraged, and more casino funds (and gaming regulators’ funds) should be devoted to support for gambler help centers.
Without a signature card or without strict door entry policies
with identification, the onus will be on the casino to keep troubled
gamblers out and off their floors. The true responsibility in RG should
be placed into the hands of the player, albeit the casinos should always
be on their side. One final point must be mentioned.
After Macau gaming expanded, waves of young players
assaulted the gaming floors. It was determined that casinos would be more protective of the public interest if the
gaming age was raised from eighteen to twenty-one, and
it was. In Las Vegas the gambling age of players has always been twenty-one years old. The responsible gaming
programs of Victoria could also be much more effective if
the eighteen years of age limit in that state was raised to
twenty-one. ♣

The Venetian casino in Las Vegas has created what they call the “Ambassador
Program.” They have trained forty members of the gaming staff such as dealers to
have an awareness of signs of problem gambling.
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